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Abstract: The sets of expert estimates which are obtained:directly or are 
results of processing of numerical equivalents of qualitative estimations are 
considered. The notions for an agreement coefficient for the expert 
estimation set are determined, as are detection thresholds defining the 
exactness for generalized estimations. The algorithms for calculation of 
agreement coefficient and detection and application thresholds with regard 
for experts' competence are suggested. An algorithm for extraction of a 
significant subset of expert estimations is developed. 

1 Introduction 
At the application of the method of analytical hierarchical processes (AHP) [1] is necessary to deter-
mine the expert estimations of the elements influence of hierarchy certain level onto the elements 
of neighboring higher levels. These estimates are received by the method of pair-wise compar-
isons with the subsequent processing of comparisons matrix. By results of this processing are the 
coefficients of influence which are a positive real numbers, not exceeding 1. 

For rising the ,certainty of expert estimations axe used, some ,exiierts. But this goal can be 
achieved, if the estimations given by the different independent experts would be sufficiently agreed. 

The determination of agreement of an ,expert estimations (EE) set precedes the stave of resulting 
estimation determination and seeks to determine the opportunity of using this set 

stag
obtaining 

such estimation ,and/or determination of some significant of its subset using which it-is possible to 
determine the resulting estimation. 

Without loss of generality we should consider that EE represent graduation numbers of some 
scale with n graduations. If an-estimation obtained from an expert directly or by transformations 
of EE is presented by a real number, then having been given the admissible error e it is not difficult 
to pass to the representation of this estimation as a scale graduation number with n = 1/7s 
graduations. 

We should review the known methods from positions of their applicability to the agreement 
estimation of expert estimations of such type. 

When solving the problem of agreement estimation it is necessary to solve at least two main 
problems. The first one consists in hding the way of _answering the question: does an expert 
estimations set carry information or it is 'information noise"? The second problem is in calculating 
the quantitative measure for agreement degree of an expert estimations set. 
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Among the methods for solution of the first problem let us note first of all those which are 
based on the application of Kendall's rank correlation coefficient [3-6], S.pearman's coefficient [3, 7] 
or concordance coefficient [3]. The Kendall's rank correlation coefficient is bound up with another 
statistics: Mann-Whitney statistic [8], Pearson statistic z2 for the case of linked ranks [3, 9], 
Kemeny-Snell distance [10]. 

The mentioned methods were developed for the agreement degree estimation of direct ranging 
results as well for the application of pair-wise comparisons. The admissible by these methods 
number of different relations does not exceed 3. In [1] is considered a problem for agreement degree 
estimation of pair-wise comparisons results in the 9-point numeric scale of preferences degrees. 
As an agreement index it is suggested to use the difference between the maximum eigenvalue 
of alternatives preferences .matrix and the alternatives number. For estimating the presence of 
information it is proposed to compare the agreement index of comparisons results obtained by an 
expert with the agreement index calculated for a similar random numbers matrix. 

The main difficulty of ̀ applying such methods is just bound up with the coMplexity for the mag-
nitude justification of the degree threshold agreement value. Earlier the problem for calculation of 
the computability coefficient of pair-wise coniparisons results by one expert defining the transitivity 
breakdown degree of objects preferences relations was considered in [3, 11]. The method is framed 
on the assumption that the results of comparisons are presented in the binary scale (1-exceeds, 
0-concedes); the equivalence relation is not picivided what does not permit to apply it at agreement 
estimation of expert estimations expressed in the multivaluedscales. 

For solving -the second problem, i.e. the clitantita,tive estimation of agreement degree there is 
developed a large number of Methods: 

In [2,3] it is Suggested theiopiniol agreement of m experts performing the pair-wiseeompaxison 
and presenting the results of compariions in the.binarY scale tOestimate by the it coefficient 'a tak-
ing a value 1 at full concordance of opinions and:: at theeabsence of concordance it takes a. lithe 
umm=I/mi at an even mandt h=1tim at an odd one. ' 

For, the case when is 'determined the bpinion agreeinent Of twexperts each of which is ranging n 
objets in [3] is suggested to tie the fit codified expressed in terms ofliendall's rank correlation 
coefficients for expert's pairs. The generalization of this Method' for the case of the equivalence 
assumption is performed in ;[9]. This possible sithilarly to liaine expressions for determining the 
agreement coefficient on the base of Spearmb.fit coefficient) 

In the cagey Wien is applied the direct .ranging of sente'alternatives by many experts, then 
for the agreement degree estimation of EE can'beised a measure of ansters variation proposed 
in [12]. 

There are promising the approaches to theagteement degree estimation based on the more 
detailed description of experts preferences structure based-paXticularly on the 'entropy approach 
[14]. The method is developed for the case of direct ranging as well for pair-wise comparisons 
results of winch are'presented in the binary scale. The opportunities for assignment of equal ranks 
are not taken into account. Because of this the method is not applicable for solving the earlier 
mentioned problems. 
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In the paper at first "from the positions of common sekse" are formulated requirements to the 
agreement coefficient of expert estimations set and is synthesized an expression for its calculation. 
Further are validated approaches to determination of threshold values of agreement coefficient of 
expert estimations set and are suggested algorithms for calculation of these quantities. In conclusion 
is suggested the procedure of resulting estimation calculation. 
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2 The agreement coefficient of expert estimations set 
Let there be given an ordered by experts numbers set V = j = (1, m) of expert estimations 
performed by m experts. The estimations represent the numbers of scale graduations with n 
graduations. It is necessary to estimate quantitatively the agreement degree of the set V. 

Let us determine at first from purely qualitative reasonings the requirements to the coefficient 
k (V) used as a, quantitative estimation for agreement degree of the set V. It is convenient for this 
to represent the set V by the 71 -component vector R = ri, r= (1, n), where ri is the number 
of experts having shown as an estimation the i-th scale graduation. 

For obviousness it, is convenient to represent the vector R as a diagram representing the 
axis U on which in the points t, y,..,,iP are construeted Perpendiculars with a length of re5, ry,,..., 
ro (fig. 1-4). g. 

, 
Let be as an example: the number of experts is in = 7; the number Of scale graduations is 

n z9 ; V = (2; 2; 3; 4; 4; 7; 7); Then:_ R (0; 2.; 1; 2; 0; 0; 2; 0; 00. 
In the fig. 1 is shown a diagram corresponding totthe vector R. 
Intuitively it is clear that to the most agreement degree ciirresponds a case when the estimations 

of all experts is equal (because of that the only one con,aponent of vector R is equal to in, and all 
the rest are equal to 0, fig. 2), and to the least agreement corresponds The case when the estimations 
of all in experts are different and, are uniformly distributed over the scale, i.e. each of it scale 
graduations as an estimation called min experts (fig. 3). 

Without loss of generality it is possible to consider the least agreed the estimation set in which 
each scale graduation is an estimation showed exactly one expert (fit. 3 at in = n). 

Besides such distribution it appears to consider mismatched to the utmost as well the distribu-
tion of EE in which In experts divided into k groups of experts who gave the same estimations, 
such that the minimum and maximum estimations gave for one group of experts and in addition 
the intervals between the estimations of adjacent groups are the same (in the fig. 4 is shown an 
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example, of such distribution). 
This -statement follows front the fact that such distributions are transformed evidently into 

the inisniatched to the' Utmost distributiori of the first type, if to transform the original scale 
with; n graduations into the scale with in graduations having eliminated from the initial scale 
thdie gradiations which Were not called as an 'estimation by no one expert. 

Let us seek an expression for k (11, a composition of some components. Let us require that the 
first component co.(V), at the naismatched to the utmost distribution would take on the maximum 
value and' at the Matched to the' utmoit distribution it would take on the value of ip )= 0. 

One Offunctions-satisfying these r'eqUirements is the entropy function 
co (V) 

=E 
rib-a • 1022r3 / m; (1) 

The function to (V) 'feels' the change Of group number of coincidtent estimations in each group. 
But the differences of estimation values do not change it. At the same time it is dear intuitively 
that the increase of these differences (at the same number of groups) is taken as a. decrease of 
agreement degree for a set Viler,. example, the vector B shown in the lg. 5 is taken as a more 
agreed one than the vector A shown in the fig. 6). 

In addition it is necessary to provide the invariance of the agreement function value at the 
simultaneous and the same change of all estimations by the same value (it is not difficult to see 
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that in this case on the distribution diagram all its components will shift by the value of v ). This 
property can be provided by introducing into the general function of agreement degree estimation a 
component representing a sum of even powers of weighed differences for estimations and the mean 
estimation a: 

x(V) = — al; (2) 
(it is supposed that the scale is uniform and each of its graduations can be chosen as an 

estimation). 
The expression for calculation of mean estimation is determined by the scale type. For scale of 

intervals, relations, differences or absolute by calculation mean estimation is used an expression for 
arithmetic mean. For order, hyperorder, nominal and number scales the arithmetic mean finding 
operation is not correct. In these cases the median is to be chosen as a mean estimation [15]. 

Let us represent the agreement coefficient k (V) as: 

k (V) = 1 — C [tp (V) , x (111 
Let us determine requirements to the function C. Obviously, it should increase /decrease mono-

tonically with growth/ decrease of w (V), x (V). The simplest functions satisfying this requirement 
axe the sum and the product. It is not difficult to see that these functions axe easily transformed 
one into the other (e.g.by change of the product by the sum of logarithms of arguments). Therefore 
we assume: 

c[co X (11 = + X (V) (3) 
As follows from expressions (1)-(2) the ranges of values for functions c'.) (V), x (V) depend 

substantially not only on character of estimations distribution, but also on the scale graduations 
number and on the experts number. 
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kCV) =(1 
n+1 )2, (6) 

G 1 —a— I + in n 
1.1 

where n is the milder oi scale graduations; IA is the number of expertelri is the number of 
experts which showed as an estimation the i-th scale graduation; 

Figure 5. 

1 

Therefore as as agreement measure we shall use the agreement coefficient equal to: 

k = I — c(R) (4) 
where Re is the estimations vector corresponding intuitively to the worst set Vo of estimations in 
which each estimation gave exactly one expert; I1 is the estimations vector corresponding to the 
set V of expert estimations under investigation. 

As follows from (2), the value of function x (V) depends substantially on the number in of 
experts. Because of that to two distributions taken as equally matched, but having different values 
of in, will correspond different values of x(V) while the value of x(Ve) will remain unchanged in 
consequence of accepted agreement relative to the structure of Ve and invariability of the number 
n of scale graduations. This causes the necessity of introducing in (2) the correcting multiplier 
lint. 

For providing the fulfillment of condition k (VD) = 0 let us transform the expression (4) to the 
form: 

k(v)= 81(Nz(5) 

1- • 
in 

With regard to  0445) we obtain: 
n 

E r • Ii- 1m -E i.r. i E   in m  i=1 i=1 m 

G —  m  is the scale coefficient; 
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( 1, if z* =TRUE; 
0, if z* =FALSE; 

k k-1 const(7) 7,.= tn. = /tr. = V4. 3-1 . Of, ridf,) V Vs=i ttiTi.--4 = 
id is the number of scale gradation choosen as an expert estimation, d = (1,4 k is the number 

of expert groups who gave the same estimations. 
In other words the agreement coefficient is equal to 0 when each from the following conditions 

is fulfilled: - the number of experts who gave the same estimation is the same and equal to in/k; 
- the minimum and maximum estimations gave mik experts; - the differences between two any 
estimations are the same. 

From (6)-( 7) follows that the values of agreement coefficient are within the limits of [0,1], and 
a completely agreed set of expert estimations corresponds the agreement coefficient equal to 1. 

3 The accounting of experts competence 
Numerically the competence of the Rh expert we shall estimate by the relative competence coef-
ficient (j in the group. These coefficients should meet the following conditions: 

V;10 < < 11; 

C. =1 

The relative competence coefficients can te determined using the method of pair-wise compar-
isons [1] with subsequent normalization of obtained values. Thus in the case of the equal experts 
competence of the group we have: 

=1/m]. 
Referring to [6] we notice that in this case the multiplier On can be interpreted as a sum of 
competence indices of equally competent experts who gave as an estimation the i-th scale gradua-
tion. From here follows a rule of expression transformation (6),(7) for the general case of unequal 
experts competence: the multipliers rs are to be replaced by NMI where ai is the sum of experts 
competence coefficients who gave as an estimation the i-th scale graduation. 

4 The threshold values of agreement coefficient 
At determination of the threshold value Te of agreement coefficient we shall proceed from the 
following considerations. 
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Let us notice above all that the notion and the procedure for determination of the quanti-
tative value for threshold is introduced with the purpose creation an instrument for selection of 
significant subsets of expert estimations, i.e. of estimations subsets using which it is possible to 
calculate consistent, having sense, generalived agreed estimations. In this connection the method 
for determination of the agreement koeflicient threshold is based on the construction procedure of 
significant subsets (SS) of expert estimations. When constructing the significant subset Vs, of some 
set V Vio of BE set V it is necessary to solve two problems. 

The first one consists in solving a question: does the set V contain information or this set-of 
BE is 'information noise'? If V is information noise, than it is apparent that for extraction of 

is required the additional information which can be obtained only from experts in the course of 
repeated examination. 

The solution of this problem is carried out by calculation of agreement coefficient k (1r) of 
the set V and by comparison its value with the detection threshold To. If k(V) > To,i.e. it is 
established that V contains information, then to this set may be applied the procedure for extraction 
of significant subset Vv. It consists in successive correction ortand elimination from the set V of 
"extreme", i.e. the most different from the mean estimations, and in verification of admissibility of 
the agreement coefficient value k, ) of the obtained in such way subset. 

This verification consists in the comparison of k (ITO with the application threshold T. 
If /lc(Vi) > T,1 .then the subset V considered to be significant and is used fordetermination of 
the generalized expert estimation. 

The essence of an approach to the determination of detection threshold consists in the fact 
that the vector fit of expert estimations carrying the minimum admissible amount of information 
is constructed and then according to (6) for this vector is determined the value of agreement 
coefficient winch is taken as a detection threshold. 

Let us construct the vector F. on the basis of the vector Bo which corresponds to the intu-
itively understandable maximum mismatching of experts opinions and therefore does not carry any 
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information. It is also obvious that as R„ it is to be taken a vector to which corresponds the mean 
estimation which differs the least from the estimation calculated for the vector R0. Let us denote 
this minimal distinguishable difference of estimations with 6. 

If the resulting estimation represents an integer ( the number of scale graduation) then at its 
determination is carried out inevitably the rounding off to the nearest integer. Taking this into 
account as R, is to be taken the distribution of estimations for a such number of experts with which 
the generalized estimation a r differs from the generalized estimation (10 of the distribution R0 by 
the least noticeable value, i.e. by one scale graduation. Such change of the generalized estimation 
with regard for rounding of will take place if 5 = 0.5. 

From the distribution R0 we shall construct the distribution R„ in the following way: let us 
eliminate the estimation of one expert being in the vector R0 on the graduation ri and let us locate 
it additionally on the graduation A so that owing to this the resulting estimation would be equal 
to a + 6. For providing the possibility for construction of R, with any scale sizes the magnitude 
of should be chosen the least admissible, i.e. 1), = 1. 

Since the vector .110 and P differ only by the numbers of expert which gave as an estimation 
the first and the A-ti scale graduation, then using as a. generalized estimation of the arithmetic 
mean follows: 

A =[on +11 
Such method for determination of detection threshold is applicable by using the scales of inter-

vals, relations,, differences and absolute scales. By using order, hyperorder, nominal and number 
scales the vector R, is constructed starting from the fact that for such scales the median is the 
generalized estimation. 

Let us consider the procedure for determination of the applicability threshold. 
DEFINITION. 
The applicability threshold Tu. is called the agreement coefficient value of the set V2 for estima-

tions of two experts in which the experts estimations differ by extremely admissible according to 
user's opinion value. 

The mentioned definition does not impose restrictions on the number of experts in the estima-
tions set under investigation. As significant can be the estimations subset of any experts number the 
agreement coefficient of which is not lower of T. Into the set V2 are included two experts starting 
from the ease of notion formulation "the admissible difference of estimations (e.g. as admissible 
is considered the difference of estimations no more than by k (k L.- 1,2) scale graduations). 
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5 The determination of the significant subset of expert estima-
tions and the calculation of generalized expert estimation 

The ultimate goal of the expert estimations set V processing is the determination of a generalized 
expert estimation a. 

DEFINITION 
The significant subset V, of the expert estimations set V in the n-valued order scale is called 

a subset V, C V, for which is k('?,) >T.
The generalized expert estimation a of the expert estimations set V is determined for its 

significant subset. It is obvious that any set of expert estimations contains some set of significant 
subsets. This follows from the fact that any subset containing a single expert estimation has as 
follows from (6,7) an agreement coefficient equal to 1 and therefore is formally significant. However, 
actually, such set has scarcely any sense to be used, since in this case are ignored opinions of the 
rest of experts. The mentioned statement only shows that by eliminating from the initial set the 
estimations of a part of experts estimations it is possible to increase the agreement coefficient. At 
the same time in order that the agreement improvement process would not contradict 'common 
sense', it is evident tliat one mustfustly, apply the estimations plimination procedure of a part 
of estimations only with reference to a set carrying useful information, i.e. having an agreement 
coefficient which is more that the detection threshold and, secondly, set restrictions on the extremely 
admissible minimum of experts estimations number in the significant set. Following the same 
"common sense" this minimum number of experts estimations is expedient to restrict by 3. 

Determination of significant subset of expert estimates and the computation of integrated expert 
estimation is carried out in accordance with next procedure. In the beginning it is necessary 
to compute the agreement coefficient ke(I1 of V expert estimates set and also meanings of the 
detection threshold Te and the application threshold T. If 1,:c (V) < To, (8) that to suggest experts 
all right competence coefficient increasing to reconsider its estimates. After the change of every 
estimate to determine k( V) to check (8). If To < k(v) < T, (9) that to compute arithmetic 
mean a of estimates for set V. 

Further it is necessary to propose experts all right competence coefficient increase to reconsider 
its estimates with the aim of the reduction of their difference from a. Availability rather experts 
with equal to competence in the first place is suggested to reconsider estimate to that expert, at 
whom estimate greatest differs from a. After the change of any estimate is verified the accomplish-
ment of condition (9). If upon certain step was performed the condition ke(V)> Z, (10) that the 
set V is significant and a computed for it, is accepted for agreed integrated estimate. 

If after suggestions all experts to reconsider its estimates failed attain the execution of condition 
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(10) that, as from least competent expert, reject their estimates. If we have rather the experts of 
similar competence than to reject at the out set estimate , the most distinguished from a. After 
rejecting each estimate is verified the accomplishment of condition (9). If it is not carried out 
that process continues, if the number of remained experts more minimally allowable (usually admit 
(rtnik = 3). Otherwise is infer about what brigade of experts can't give co-ordinated estimate and 
its necessary to replace. 

CONCLUSION. 
In the paper is substantiated an analytical method for determination the numerical index of 

agreement degree of estimations set given by different experts. The algorithms for calculation of 
detection threshold, allowing to determine the presence of useful information in a set of expert 
estimations, and application threshold describing the user's requirements to the of exactness if 
resulting estimation determination are suggested. The procedures of obtaining certain generalized 
expert estimations are developed. 

The work is supported by the Fund of Fundamental Investigations at the State Committee on 
Science and Technologies of Ukraine. 
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